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Removal of an orchard , bigger picture , the community , the residents , bigger still the
environment , not only on a small niche scale.
In towns where there are so few green areas left , can more suitable suits not be found , lots
of sites with derelict and decaying buildings that need to be built on , as such sites are
dangerous and unsighlty.

So the impacts , slow at first but as with all invasions of man , and it's greed , the impacts
flourish for years to come. Natural destruction causes enough problems within the
environment , look at floods etc etc , but left alone succession can and does rebuild habitats
, it took 21years after Krakatoa erupted before we show basic flora , but bricks and tarmac
does not allow for succession.

Comments:

Plants disappear , insects disappear , birds disappear , bats disappear , I would be very
interested in a study carried out by English Nature , RSPB and other such bodies to gain a
better understanding of what destruction would be caused to the ecosystem of the orchard ,
who knows it may prove to be the nesting site of a rare bird , a rare insect , who knows , we
don't know until prolonged studies have been carried out , look at Arne in Dorset , a very
rare lichen grows there so rare it only grows in three places in the world.

If the proposal went ahead , how would the damage to birdlife etc be minimised , just look at
the current situation with Network Rail etc etc

So that's have more thought with regards to environmental impact studies

The residents bought their houses , with the orchard in place etc etc , i'm no expert but I
expect the house prices will be lowered as a result of this intended blot on the landscape ,
how would this be compensated for

I do hope that all this and more has been taken on board , and not just the monies that can
be made
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